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The Plan
● The Hamlet problem: its cognitive demands.

○ Its scope.
○ Its questions
○ Its doublings and confusions

● The rationale.
● Revising and thinking -

○ Flashcards.
○ Quotation retrieval grids.
○ Sequence grids, including character guidance.
○ Swiss Army Knife (exploding) quotations.
○ Blacked out words.
○ Ordering quotations.
○ Brain dumps.
○ Soliloquies.
○ Audio recordings
○ Past questions.
○ Building to an essay.

● Further reading: recommendations.
○ On juliangirdham.com
○ Online resources.
○ Good books.
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The Hamlet problem 1: its scope

● Lines: 4030.
○ (Macbeth 2477, Othello 3237, King Lear 3499. Tragedy average 

2936).
● Lines spoken by Hamlet: 1506. 

○ (Iago 1088, Othello 880, King Lear 749, Macbeth 715).
● Scenes:

○ Macbeth 28 (average 88 lines)
○ Hamlet 20 (average 201 lines).
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The Hamlet problem 2: its questions

● Why does Hamlet not take revenge quickly?
● Is revenge morally acceptable?
● Is there an ideal revenger? Hamlet / Laertes / Fortinbras / Pyrrhus?
● Why does he treat Ophelia so badly?
● How long ago did Old Hamlet die, followed by the marriage?
● Is the Claudius-Gertrude relationship ‘incestuous’?
● Did they commit adultery before Old Hamlet’s death?
● Is Polonius a harmless buffoon or an interfering manipulator?
● Is Fortinbras to be admired for attacking Poland?
● Does Ophelia kill herself?
● Why does Polonius receive an ‘obscure funeral’?
● Why is Fortinbras appointed King at the end? Is he the right man?
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The Hamlet problem 3: doublings & confusions
● Confusion in the opening 2 lines.
● Why did (Young) Hamlet not become King rather than Claudius?
● Hamlet’s first line - double-meaning (puns on ‘kin’ and ‘son/sun’).
● How does the first scene go from midnight to dawn in 10 minutes?
● Hamlet x 2; Fortinbras x 2.
● Hamlet as both tragic protagonist and clown figure.
● The Ghost as a person, and not one.
● To be / not to be.
● (Old) Hamlet and Claudius: Cain and Abel.
● (Young) Hamlet and Laertes.
● Other ghosts and voices: letters.
● Hamlet and Claudius’s similarities (‘to double business bound’).
● Lucianus is nephew to the King, not brother.
● Hamlet as revenger (Claudius) and revengee (Laertes).
● How did the Queen know the details of Ophelia’s end?
● Hamlet / Hamnet.
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The Hamlet problem 4: 

Polonius
Do not believe his vows, for they are brokers
Not of that dye which their investments show,
But mere implorators of unholy suits,
Breathing like sanctified and pious bawds,
The better to beguile.
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Josipovici: Fold on Fold

● ‘The play has so many mirrors, so many internal echoes, that it is 
difficult to get a grip on what is going on and in precisely what 
order.’

● ‘This is a play in which events tumble over themselves at dizzying 
speed and yet nothing much happens.’

● ‘It is a striking feature of this play that, for all its great speeches, 
some as many as thirty or forty lines long, the key moments are 
always breathtaking in their brevity and utter simplicity.’
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Hamlet
There is nothing good or bad but thinking makes it so.

Daniel Willingham
Memory is the residue of thought.

Mary Myatt
High challenge, low threat.
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Peps Mccrea in ‘Evidence Snacks’
The more connections we forge, the deeper our understanding 
and the more durable our memory. The opposite of meaningful 
learning occurs when we learn things by rote and build isolated 
islands of knowledge.

David Ausubel
In rote learning, we acquire isolated facts and rules that we can 
parrot back in an exam but that we cannot necessarily use.
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The rationale

● Elastic exercises. Time flexibility. Little and often.
● Mixture of independent and classtime work.
● Spaced. Every now and then after main study has finished.
● ‘Meaningful learning’.
● Does this help my students think about the play?
● Does this make their knowledge more secure and embedded?
● Hard thinking is effective.
● Classroom: probing questions. 
● Rich discussions.
● Think comparatively.
● Intellectual fitness.
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Flashcards

● Paper/Index cards (Leitner system).
● Quizlet: class sets, and students’ own ones.
● Others: Anki / IDoRecall  / Kahoot! / Quizizz / Nearpod / Peardeck for 

Google Slides etc.
● Quotation (short, important, useful) with missing words.
● Reverse side: notes, connections, prompts for thinking.

● Quizlet: ‘This series is for revision/retrieval practice, and generating 
thoughts on key ideas and characters in the play. Fill in the missing 
word, and then think about the significance of the quotation, before 
looking at the reverse. Doing it with a partner can be useful too.’
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Flashcards / test side
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Flashcards / answer side
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Quotation retrieval grids

● Pair-work, but still can be used independently.
● 15-20 minutes in class, followed by whole class discussion, sharing 

of ideas & probing questions.
○ key vocabulary.
○ context.
○ finish statements.
○ wider themes and characters.
○ opinions.

● Checking for understanding.
● Focus on key moments and ideas.
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Sequence grids / 1

● What is the first thing that Hamlet does after swearing to follow 
the Ghost’s call for revenge?
○ (75 lines later) He went to Ophelia’s ‘closet’ with his ‘doublet 

all unbraced’ etc.
○ Classroom conversation: The speed of this reaction. Why 

does he do it? Is it genuine or acted? The start of the 
extraordinary Ophelia strain of the narrative.
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Sequence grids / 2

● Pair work ideally, but works with individuals.
● Testing of sequence knowledge. Secure? Alleviate cognitive 

load.
● Freeing up ability to think critically and connect.
● Embedding mental map of the play.
● Alun Wyn Jones

○ ‘From structure comes flow.’
● Focus on characters.
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Swiss Army Knife (exploding) quotations

The time is out of joint. O cursed spite, 
That ever I was born to set it right.

Probing questions:

● If you had to highlight one word only, what, and why?
● Why does the character say this? 
● How is he/she similar or different to other characters?
● How does this echo anything that has already been said/happened?
● Can you connect anything later in the play to this?
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The time is out of joint. O cursed 
spite, / 
That ever I was born to set it right.’

Context? Act I scene v - straight after the Ghost 
talks to him ‘To set it right’. Does he? Or 

does he make it worse, more 
disordered?

’That ever I was born…’ 
Someone who does not 
feel at ease in the world.

‘O cursed spite’: He curses his 
fate, the force of destiny which 
makes it impossible to live his life. 

‘I’: An inappropriate 
revenger.

‘Out of joint’: Hamlet’s 
sense of a world awry, 
disordered, rotten, 
corrupted. ‘Something is rotten in the 

state of Denmark.’

Key word? 
‘Cursed’?
‘Time’?

‘I’?
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Blacked out words
O, my offence is rank, it smells to heaven;
It hath the primal eldest curse upon't,
A brother's murder!—Pray can I not,
Though inclination be as sharp as will;
My stronger guilt defeats my strong intent;
And, like a man to double business bound,
I stand in pause where I shall first begin,
And both neglect. What if this cursed hand
Were thicker than itself with brother's blood,
Is there not rain enough in the sweet heavens
To wash it white as snow? Whereto serves mercy
But to confront the visage of offence?
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Blacked out words
O, my offence is rank, it smells to heaven;
It hath the primal eldest curse upon't,
A brother's murder!—Pray can I not,
Though inclination be as sharp as will;
My stronger guilt defeats my strong intent;
And, like a man to double business bound,
I stand in pause where I shall first begin,
And both neglect. What if this cursed hand
Were thicker than itself with brother's blood,
Is there not rain enough in the sweet heavens
To wash it white as snow? Whereto serves mercy
But to confront the visage of offence?
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Blacked out words
O, my offence is rank, it smells to heaven;
It hath the primal eldest curse upon't,
A brother's murder!—Pray can I not,
Though inclination be as sharp as will;
My stronger guilt defeats my strong intent;
And, like a man to double business bound,
I stand in pause where I shall first begin,
And both neglect. What if this cursed hand
Were thicker than itself with brother's blood,
Is there not rain enough in the sweet heavens
To wash it white as snow? Whereto serves mercy
But to confront the visage of offence?
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Understanding Gertrude’s character:-
put these quotations in context, then order of importance 

1. ‘Thou know’st ‘tis common; all that lives must die, / Passing 
through nature to eternity.’

2. ‘I doubt it is no other but the main, / His father’s death and our 
o’erhasty marriage.’

3. ‘What have I done that thou dar’st wag thy tongue / In noise so 
rude against me?’

4. ‘Be thou assured, if words be made of breath, / and breath of life, 
I have no life to breathe / What thou hast said to me.’
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Chat GPT error!
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Brain Dumps (Free Recall)
● Pooja K. Agarwal (Retrieval Practice): A small strategy that makes a big impact 

on student learning – based on decades of cognitive science research …. Free 
recall facilitates learning of past content, future content, and even students' 
organization of knowledge for a variety of subject areas, basic knowledge, and 
complex learning.

● Sheet of A3 paper.
● Choose a scene / theme / character.

○ e.g. Meeting the Ghost / revenge / Ophelia
● 10 minutes.
● Write down everything you know (ideas, connections, quotations).
● Then a general share / send back to the book, notes to add more (different 

colour?). Or swop with a partner and add 3 new things.
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Soliloquies
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Audio recordings
● Carry around on the phone.

○ Branagh production in links.
● Little and often.
● Focus on the words.
● Performance freshens lines.
● Pause for testing?
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Past questions: Caveats
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Practice questions / 1
● Higher Level: (2020) Uncertainty / Inconsistencies in Hamlet’s character; 

(2017) Disturbing psychological thriller / Laertes and Horatio; (2012) 
Hamlet’s madness / world of corruption; (2011) revenge and justice / 
Claudius

● SAMPLE: ‘Gertrude and Ophelia, the only two women in the play Hamlet, 
differ in their impact on the central story, but are similar in the ways they are 
victims of culture dominated by men.'

● SAMPLE: ‘Compare and contrast the roles and fates of Ophelia and 
Gertrude in the play Hamlet. How do their relationships with the character 
Hamlet and their actions contribute to the overall themes of the play?’
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Practice questions / 2
● Gertrude and Ophelia, the only two women in the play Hamlet, differ in their 

impact on the central story, but are similar in the ways they are victims of culture 
dominated by men.

● Denmark as seen in the play Hamlet is an overwhelmingly male culture. This 
starts at the top, in all the men who are in positions of power, and who dominate 
the course of the story, in which we see just two women. Gertrude is defined by 
being the former wife of a King, the current wife of another, and the mother of the 
Prince: in the end, she asserts herself in defence of her son. Ophelia is 
controlled by her father and brother, and treated appallingly by a man who she 
trusts completely: in the end, she loses her mind. By the end of the play both 
women have died, victims of a culture which treats them as incidental and 
unimportant.
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The Plan
● The Hamlet problem: its cognitive load

○ Its scope.
○ Its questions
○ Its doublings and confusions, and Fold on Fold

● The rationale.
● Revising and thinking -

○ Flashcards.
○ Quotation retrieval grids.
○ Sequence grids, including character guidance.
○ Swiss Army Knife (exploding) quotations.
○ Blacked out words.
○ Ordering quotations.
○ Brain dumps.
○ Soliloquies.
○ Audio recordings
○ Past questions.
○ Building to an essay.

● Further reading: recommendations.
○ On juliangirdham.com
○ Online resources.
○ Good books.
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Resources at juliangirdham.com 
● 6 Quizlets for retrieval practice and discussion.
● Revision podcasts on the first scene and the first soliloquy, & essays.
● 15 quotation thinking grids.
● 5-minute talks on 10 ‘lesser’ characters in the play: Fortinbras, Horatio, 

Laertes, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, Polonius, Ophelia, The First 
Player, Osric, The First Gravedigger. 

● 15 key short moments annotated via audio and video.
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www.juliangirdham.com/shakespeare-1
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An Introduction to Cognitive Science 
for English teachers

Julian Girdham
@sccenglish

www.juliangirdham.com

Tralee Education Support Centre, 
Monday 15th January 2024, 7-8pm.
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Thank you!

@sccenglish

The Fortnightly:
www.juliangirdham.com/the-fortnightly 

https://www.juliangirdham.com/the-fortnightly

